"Threat" which triggered feds to orchestrate "threat assesment" raid of Q's home on 8/7/2022 highlighted below. USA v. Stock 728 F.3d 287 (3rd Cir. 2013),
USA v. Landham, 251 F.3d 1072 (6th CIr. 2001) confirms a statement about past conduct cannot constitute a threat (only claim of present or future
conduct can constitute a threat). Q merely stating a fact that he lawfully (according to the laws of Morocco and Islam) killed a pedophile in 2007 cannot
constitute a "true threat." The officers who conducted the raid based specifically on that statement below (out of everything contained in the email) thereby
admit that the raid violates Federal First Amendment jurisprudence on what type of statements can be defined as a potential threat. If such claims by police
were true, a military veteran cannot even tell people he killed for his country. The email below then set into motion a series of events that led to an
immediate need by FBI to also raid Trump's Wac-O-Lago bunker the next day on 8/8/2022. The feds also called Q to illegally threaten him to remain silent the
same day they raided Trump (recording): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXOWpKy7AsE

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, August 3, 2022 11:49 PM
TERRORISM SCANDAL - ACTION REQUIRED

Dear Keechant L. Sewell (Police Commissioner of the NYPD) & Eric Adams (Mayor of New York),
I am writing to you (
) to warn of an ongoing terrorism scandal currently being
obstructed by the FBI, and to request to be debriefed by NYPD authorities (certainly prior to the November 2022 midterm
elections because this scandal impacts both the Republican and Democratic parties and must be addressed before it
continues to spiral out of control).
My name is

, New York State Driver’s License #

. I am natural born NYC citizen, born in Manhattan

The scandal started in 1987 after I was lured into enrollment in an elite private school in Morocco called the “American
School of Tangier.” After completing my first semester at the school, the headmaster of the school (Joe McPhillips) called
me to his office and then attempted to sexually molest me. My father and I reported the crime and a cover up by American
& Moroccan authorities ensued. As a result of that crime, my family fled back to Corona, Queens where I started to train
for my operation to bring justice to Joe. On June 11th, 2007 I finally completed the operation after throwing Joe down a
flight of stair in his home in Tangier, Morocco. The feds supported the assassination because Joe was threatening to snitch
on his CIA handlers if arrested for his decades of crimes against children, and so it was convenient for them to eliminate
their own snitch rather than deal with his confessions in the public.
I am not a violent person. The situation with McPhillips was unfortunate, but that is sometimes how government disputes
get resolved behind closed doors. From 2001 until 2007, I was openly informing the feds in New York and Florida that
justice upon McPhillips would occur if they continued to refuse to arrest him, and so what happened in 2007 was never a
surprise nor a secret in the higher‐level federal circles (it was only secret from the public until the dispute hit the internet
starting in 2013). The McPhillips scandal is just a part of a much larger problem that is still ongoing after the FBI & CIA
have gone off the rails starting since 2016. Here are some other highlights from this saga:
In 1990, the CIA recruit me into a federal “Explorer Program” with the DEA at their headquarters at 99 Tenth Ave (run by
Special Agent in Charge of the NY DEA, Carlo Boccia, and his second in command ASAC Ken McCreary). At the very time
they recruited me into the DEA Explorer Program in 1990, the CIA also recruited me to infiltrate the Al‐Qaeda organization
by inserting me into a Queens, NYC Muslim street gang called the “Medina Boys” that was funded by the CIA and Pakistani
ISI via heroin distribution in New York (
). After about 6 years of living a double life while
hanging around with the heads of the DEA and simultaneously attaining leadership positions in several big mafias (to
include the Medina Boys mafia), the same CIA & DEA then arrested me on a false heroin case after intercepting 2.2
kilograms of 91% pure heroin at Kennedy Airport. That is when the CIA & DEA then passed on their illegal sting operation
against me to the FBI who were already running a decades‐long harassment operation against
and other innocent victims of their anti‐Muslim wrath.
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The FBI then used a falsified federal drug case manufactured against me by the CIA & DEA in 1996, to illegally imprison
me with the spiritual leader of Al‐Qaeda (Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman or the “Blind Sheikh”) in 1998. We lived together at
FMC Rochester federal prison in Minnesota from January 1998 until May 1998, and the FBI used that connection to boost
my stock through the roof with the Pakistani Al‐Qaeda mafia kingpin that was himself plotting to set me up (and other
Arabs) to take the fall for the 911 attacks (because they needed ethnic Arabs to target Arab monarchy governments with
their various blackmail plots, like the plot to make Saudi Arabia pay for the 911 attacks that were instead committed by
Pakistan (a poor country that only has nukes to call itself important). That is how I ended upon in direct communication
with Osama Bin Laden prior to the 911 attacks starting almost immediately upon my release from the federal
imprisonment in 1999 (a fact illegally covered up by the FBI after I refused to fall for their illegal terrorism sting operations
from 1999 to 2001 and instead became a direct witness to the internal workings of the 911 plot after witnessing the
existence of the Pakistani heroin kingpin that actually ordered the attacked without Bin Laden’s permission).
It was not until after the surprise 911 attacks occurred that I was able to connect the dots and confirm that CIA & FBI were
directly involved with the actual leader of Al‐Qaeda (a warlord in Pakistan that they have been illegally covering up for
since even before 911), and that various factions of the FBI had framed Bin Laden without being fully aware that other
factions of the CIA had documented the frame‐up plot in order to blackmail them. My infiltration and investigation of the
Al‐Qaeda organization prior to 911 completely contradicts the official story published by the feds, and it instead reveals a
devious series of federal and outside intelligence agency betrayals in the course of the FBI attempting to construct a false
flag terrorism scheme as a means by which to “control” the Middle East and/or the Islamic religion (a satanic plot that fell
apart almost immediately after 911 when a “rogue” member of the Taliban secretly offered to hand over Bin Laden and
the Bush administration went ballistic and committed numerous heinous crimes to prevent it (so that he could preserve
falsified justification to start invading the entire Middle East starting with Iraq).
In order to understand how all these plots and schemes come together, it is obvious that the NYPD are required by law to
debrief me regarding the murder of 3,000 persons in New York which have never been properly investigated by the FBI. In
support of that debriefing, I continue to highlight at least one NYPD scandal directly related to this unprecedented
terrorism scam (and there are numerous others).
As part of the CIA “Medina Boys” operation which ran from 1990 until 2001, I witnessed a conspiracy by Al‐Qaeda affiliates
to murder a heroin dealer named Mohamed Syed that betrayed them (he was shot in the head in the Bronx on 164th and
Stebbins ave, January 28, 1994). When I was arrested by the DEA in 1996 on the falsified federal drug case set up by the
CIA, I immediately offered to give them information about this murder and they blocked the debriefing from occurring at
the behest of the CIA (while shifting gears to instead pass me off to the FBI to try and set me up in a terrorism case). After
911, the feds started saying that I “hallucinated” this Mohamed Syed murder after claiming that they couldn’t find any
evidence that it happened (despite the fact that they were trying to investigate me for it prior to 911 and then killed two
of the snitches they recruited as part of their plot to try and falsely frame me for that murder in their illegal activities
directed against me prior to the 911 scam).
In 2009, I finally discovered a newspaper article fitting the information I knew about the 1994 murder and this became a
major breakthrough in terms of my own independent ability to fight back against the false federal claims that these
murders I witnessed are all just “hallucinations.” I made contact with an NYPD cold case squad detective named Anthony
Scalia in September of 2009, and he would confirm to me from his own review of the NYPD Mohamed Syed murder file,
that it is connected to a sleeper cell of Al‐Qaeda operatives associated with Daoud Gilani aka David Headley (the
mastermind of the Mumbai Massacre whom I also met and associated with in New York because I was also friends with
his inner circle). It is impossible for me to have known that a random, unsolved murder I witnessed in New York in 1994
would later prove to be connected to a cell of Pakistani operatives, one of whom would go on to commit a massive act of
terrorism (the Mumbai Massacre). You can review secret recordings that I made to document a confession to this murder,
given to me by one of the persons who committed it, at the following link: www.theinvestigation.org/mumbai.html
Until this day, I have never sat face to face with any NYPD officer to discuss the Al‐Qaeda linked Mohamed Syed murder
documented above (or any of the approximately dozen murders I witnessed directly, and dozen more I obtained
information about from the people involved). The information from the Mohamed Syed murder file (provided to me
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directly by an NYPD detective) confirms what I already knew, which is that I clearly infiltrated Al‐Qaeda since 1990. When
I came forward to provide this information following the 911 attacks, I was immediately subjected to illegal kidnappings
by the feds, threats to kill me and my family, threats of WMD terrorism against the middle east if I continued to speak
about this scandal (which sometimes scare me into silence for a time before I am able to regain the courage to try and
expose it again).
To make matters worse, the DEA & FBI actually recruited the very people I was planning to turn in following the 911 attacks
(like Daoud Gilani) to go back to Pakistan and conduct more sting operations targeting their own warlord snitch, which
instead resulted in Daoud Gilani joining back with this Pakistani demon to kill another 200 additional innocent people in
India as part of the Mumbai attacks (another horrible crime by the FBI & DEA & CIA that they are still trying to cover up
by threatening to kill me for speaking publicly about these scandals). And the situation collapsed into complete anarchy
since 2016 after the FBI kidnapped me to prevent me from travelling to the Middle East to conduct a press conference
(with a foreign media organization to break the scandal since American media were all covering it up), and when I failed
to show up to conduct the press conference because the FBI had illegally kidnapped me by filing a false “threat” case
against me to rig the 2016 election, the same Pakistani kingpin I have been trying to expose since even before 911, then
activated a lone‐wolf to attack the gays in Orlando. The FBI again covered up for their favorite terrorist in Pakistan by
simply blaming the attack on ISIS in Syria, when it appear almost certain to me at this point that the same person in
Pakistan is running both groups at the very top by simply promising nuclear weapons to any jihadi organization that will
take their direction from him. I was able to confirm this additional fact after infiltrating the main FBI “ISIS honeypot”
operation on the internet which can be found at the following link https://chat.techhaven.to (which is yet another
terrorism scandal being covered up by the FBI, but I can explain and demonstrate the entire scam directly to the NYPD so
that you can be fully aware that Al‐Qaeda and ISIS are indeed under the control of an FBI informant who is running both
of the groups from Pakistan).
I have sent emails to numerous NYPD over the years and never received any response. Twice I got in touch with NYPD
Detectives at the Cold Case Squad (Detective Anthony Scalia in 2009 and Detective Robert Dewhurst in 2020) and they
both told me they would eventually meet with me directly to discuss these scandals, but then they disappeared. It is 2022
and still I have not met face to face with any representative of the NYPD (and I am currently held hostage by FBI in Florida,
not some other planet). Here is a recording of my last conversation with NYPD Cold Case detective Robert Dewhurst prior
to the 2020 election (he never called me back):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxTZqaXb3zA
I am hoping that because there is new Police Commissioner from my hometown of Queens (and a new Mayor that does
not have any prior involvement with this scandal), that they will be able to withstand federal pressure and refuse to
continue to cover up this scandal for FBI & CIA by finally send an investigator to meet with me face to face in Florida and
talk to me directly about these unprecedented crimes, and review my recordings that corroborate all my claims. I would
never desecrate the memory of the victims of the 911 attacks by spreading false “conspiracy theories.” While I do have
theories with regards to how I connect the dots (only because I am blocked from speaking to law enforcement about any
of this), my theories are still based on factual crimes I witnessed directly which can be prosecuted by the NYPD because
they occurred in the NYC jurisdiction (to include crimes as serious as murders). Even I cannot know the full truth about
what I witnessed without actual law‐enforcement investigators helping me to get to the bottom of it, and so it is very
traumatic to witness all these serious crimes which appear to be part of something much bigger, and much more satanic
than even I thought to be possible (as I witness the same politicians implicated in these crimes for decades, now
attempting to provoke WW3 everywhere on Earth as I write this very email still trying to stop them from being successful).
I posted some of the sample evidentiary recordings on my YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/theinvestigation just
to prove to the public and low‐level law enforcement that they do exist, but I have thousands of investigative recordings
that corroborate my claims (which I have not published). The feds are already illegally stealing these recordings from me
as I make them (for decades), but their purpose for stealing them is not to investigate crimes but rather to coverup crimes
and obstruct my First Amendment rights to document and report on this scandal (in light of my complete inability to
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resolve it behind the scenes no matter how much I try). Sample recordings can be reviewed at the following webpages

Based upon my prior experiences
with this unprecedented scandal, I fear that the FBI is again plotting to engage false‐flag terrorism attacks against the
public (as evidenced by the assassination of Zawahiri to remove him as a witness to some of the events I am disclosing in
this email). Thank you for hopefully doing your job and starting the procedure to dismantle this conspiracy against New
York City that is being run by Washington DC and other satanists that attacked us on 911.
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